
Over the top 

 

My number five attack by now. Is this going to be my final one at last? This time it cannot be 

anything other than the long-expected and decisive breakthrough. Anything else wouldn't be 

possible. Not with this massive bombardment that has preceded it. Yet, even if this holds 

good for the army as a whole, does it also apply to me? Will I indeed find myself drinking 

coffee miles away from here tonight or will I find myself in exactly the same spot as all those 

times before? Or will I be dressed in a First Aid Station, or lie in or under the mud, in one 

piece or in smithereens? And if it's not only my number five, but also my final attack, how 

long is it going to last? The whole day? An hour? A minute? A second?  

 Quickly a last dram of rum before we go over the parapet, just enough so that our 

nerves are a little steadied, but not enough to drunkenly reel around in no-man's-land. 

We've pooled our money for the survivors to share. Written a quick farewell letter that I 

hope need never be sent. A last short prayer. The officers already stand behind us, their 

pistols cocked. As usual we pretend that this is so that they can start shooting as soon as 

they are in no-man's-land, but we know better than that.  

 Rum or no rum, my nerves are almost choking me. I'm breaking out in cold sweat. 

Keep calm. Like all the times before, just put your left foot on the first step and then the 

right foot on the second. And, once over the top, keep breathing in and out, from the left leg 

to the right and visa versa. That will make you go forward automatically. Make sure you 

don't lose your footing, otherwise you'll never get back up again.  

 We've got to make ready. Bayonet on the rifle. A good thing I hardly ate, otherwise I 

would throw it all up. Certain things never change, whether it's your first of your fifth time 

round.  

 There's the whistle. There we go. Over the top. The first squad is leaving, we are 

following, and after us a whole lot more squads, as if led by an invisible but very forceful 

hand. I already see a few of the first squad going down. And then the first few of my own.  

 Thankfully, the barrage is a little ahead of us, exactly as it should be. I hope it will stay 

that way. Such an incredible noise. A wall of deafening noise. Ear-splitting noise. You never 

get used to it.   

 Other than our own soldiers, I see no one else, but machine guns are rattling and 

shells are exploding and how effectively are they doing their job. In front of me, behind me, 



left, right and centre, men are falling in droves. Others are stumbling across the field, 

completely disoriented or stone-blind. Not harbouring any false hope, I point some of them 

the way back to their own trench.  

 No more individual squads to be seen. Chaos reigns everywhere. We can forget about 

this promised break-through. I'm no longer walking in a straight line, but I'm jumping from 

left to right, as far as I can in the mud that is thankfully less excessive this time; the mud that 

has all these years seeped, crushed, demolished the soldiers' strength to go on, their 

courage and their will to live. 

 I'm running, holding back, bending over, getting up again, looking in horror across to 

the side where someone has opened the gates of hell. Shrapnel is ripping us apart. I thought 

I just saw a pair of trunkless legs running past me. And yet, we have moved a little further. 

We have reached the barbed wire. Still intact. Intact, what else would you expect? It would 

have been too good to be true. They had promised us, as usual, but then, why take your wire 

cutters with you? I see a few bodies entangled, completely riddled by bullets and 

unrecognizable. I cut a hole in the defence. We can go on.  

 Oh no! No, not one of those!! Not one of those! Oh my God! Oh my God. 


